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Land-cover maps are often used to compute land-cover composition (i.e., the proportion or percent of area
covered by each class), for each unit in a spatial partition of the region mapped. We derive design-based
estimators of mean deviation (MD), mean absolute deviation (MAD), root mean square error (RMSE), and
correlation (CORR) to quantify accuracy of land-cover composition for a general two-stage cluster sampling
design, and for the special case of simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) at each stage. The
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o calculate the area or
thin each unit of a spatial
ea classified as forest,

(cf. Foody 2002) allows for computing non-site-specific accuracy for
each class, i.e. the difference between the proportion of area mapped
as that class and the proportion of area that is truly that class. The non-
site-specific accuracy obtained from an error matrix can be regarded
as an assessment of land-cover composition accuracy of a single
partition of the region mapped. The ar
agriculture, and developed land with
 10 km by 10 km block spatial unit, where that one unit is the entire region mapped.

n example of land-cover
composition data that may be obtained from a land-cover map.

In many applications land-cover composition is derived for each of
Applications of land-cover composition data span a variety of spatial
units, including watersheds (e.g., Jones et al., 2001a; Stanfield et al.,
2002), subbasins or subwatersheds (Wimberly & Ohmann 2004;
Jennings et al., 2004), buffer areas around a sampling station
(Comeleo et al., 1996; Driscoll & Donovan 2004), townships (Glennon
& Porter 1999), 7.5 km by 7.5 km blocks (Riitters et al., 2004), 400, 800,
and 1600 m radii circular plots (Bakker et al., 2002), or 5 km by 5 km
blocks (Jones et al., 2001b; Wickham et al., 2002).

Quantifying the accuracy of land-cover composition is an impor-
tant component of validation of a land-cover map. A direct assessment
of land-cover composition accuracy (see also Pontius's (2000)
“quantification error”) requires comparing the map-derived area or
percent cover for each land-cover class to the true area or percent
cover (i.e. reference data) on a per-spatial unit basis. The error matrix
commonly used to summarize the results of an accuracy assessment
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the spatial units making up a partition of the region, so our objective
extends to assessing land-cover composition accuracy for such a
population of spatial units or blocks. This assessment would require
data such as shown in Table 1. The reference land-cover composition is
the area or percent of area of each land-cover class as determined from
the true ground condition (or the best determination of that ground
condition) and the map land-cover composition is the area or percent
of area of each land-cover class as determined from the map. Hollister
et al. (2004) is one of the few examples in which this type of accuracy
assessment has been implemented. They took advantage of complete
coverage reference data available for Massachusetts and Rhode Island
to conduct an accuracy assessment of land-cover composition
provided by the 1992 National Land Cover Data, NLCD 1992
(Vogelmann et al., 2001). For each land-cover class, Hollister et al.
(2004) compared the NLCD 1992 area to their reference data area and
estimated agreement from a sample of circular units of different sizes
ranging from 0.1 km2 to 200 km2.

Assessing the accuracy of land-cover composition should be
recognized as distinct from reporting non-site-specific accuracy for
spatial domains or subregions of the region mapped. For example,
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Table 1
Example data for an assessment of land-cover composition accuracy.

Composition by map class (ha) Composition by reference class (ha) Difference, map — reference (ha)

Urban Forest Ag Wetl Urban Forest Ag Wetl Urban Forest Ag Wetl

1.26 181.26 699.30 16.38 65.25 197.28 624.69 6.93 −63.99 −16.02 74.61 9.45
0.63 608.22 266.31 3.15 80.55 609.30 191.52 0.81 −79.92 −1.08 74.79 2.34
4.14 427.23 416.16 19.62 42.57 296.10 359.37 160.20 −38.43 131.13 56.79 −140.58
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.81 436.41 367.83 89.28 73.80 472.23 304.38 11.61 −72.99 −35.82 63.45 77.67

93.78 412.83 390.15 2.16 290.79 432.00 168.30 0.00 −197.01 −19.17 221.85 2.16
8.91 685.17 175.59 4.14 58.05 710.46 121.14 0.99 −49.14 −25.29 54.45 3.15
1.98 247.23 624.15 0.00 48.78 278.90 514.17 0.00 −46.80 −31.68 109.98 0.00
3.60 529.02 363.87 2.25 28.35 590.04 270.54 0.00 −24.75 −61.02 93.33 2.25
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 292.68 601.92 2.79 67.86 272.97 515.34 15.93 −67.86 19.71 86.58 −13.14
2.16 615.06 267.93 2.25 31.05 691.20 161.73 1.35 −28.89 −76.14 106.20 0.90

The area (ha) covered by each of four land-cover classes (Urban, Forest, Ag=Agriculture, andWetl =Wetland) is shown for K=12 support units. Each spatial unit (or block) is 3 km
by 3 km (900 ha) and contains 10,000 30m by 30m pixels. Because not all land-cover classes are included in the table, the total area of the four classes shown for a spatial unit may be
less than 900 ha.
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Blackard et al. (2008) reported the accuracy of mapped area of forest
on a per-state basis for their forest cover map of the United States. In
this application each state in the U.S. is treated as a spatial domain and
accuracy reported by domain. This is a different feature from accuracy
of land-cover composition. If the composition objective had been
targeted, the states would be viewed as forming a spatial partition of
theU.S. and the evaluationwould assess howaccurately forest areawas
quantified by the map for this collection or “population” of states (e.g.
the data structure of Table 1 where each row of the table would be a
state and the column representing forest area would be of interest).
Wu et al. (2008) is another example in which non-site-specific
accuracy is reported for various spatial domains. In this study, accuracy
of the area of cropland is reported on a per-region and per-province
basis, but this is different from evaluating land-cover composition
accuracy for a population of regions or a population of provinces.

The data structure shown in Table 1 helps to illustrate the nature of
the basic sampling design challenge confronting the assessment of
composition accuracy. The sampling protocol must be able to provide
enough sample pixels within a spatial unit to adequately characterize
the reference land-cover composition of that spatial unit. For example,
if only 2 or 3 sample pixels fall within a spatial unit, the estimate of the
reference land-cover composition of that unit will be poor unless the
unit is dominated by a single class. It is not necessary that every single
spatial unit be characterized well (i.e. a sample of these units should
suffice), but the sampling protocolmust to some degree concentrate or
group sample pixels within several of the spatial units of the size
targeted for assessment. The basic sampling designs often considered
for accuracy assessment, simple random, stratified random (stratifying
by the map land-cover class), and systematic, will not likely achieve
the desired concentration of sample pixels unless the sample size for
the accuracy assessment is large. By construction, cluster sampling has
the desired feature that sample pixels are groupedwithin larger spatial
units. Cluster sampling generates a sample of units of different sizes,
for example a 10 km by 10 km block applicable to the assessment of
composition accuracy, and a pixel to assess per-pixel accuracy.

Although the importance of evaluating accuracy of spatially
aggregated land-cover data has been recognized (Strahler et al.,
2006, p. 37), sampling design and analysis protocols specifically
targeting the assessment of land-cover composition accuracy have not
been prescribed. Most accuracy assessments of large-area land-cover
maps (cf. Bossard et al., 2000, Couturier et al., 2007, Edwards et al.,
1998; Fuller et al., 1994; Han et al., 2004; Heiskanen 2008; Kuemmerle
et al., 2006; Latifovic & Olthof 2004; Mayaux et al., 2006; Miettinen
et al., 2008; Mücher et al., 2000; Reese et al., 2002; Scepan 1999;
Stehman et al., 2003;Wickham et al., 2004a;Wulder et al., 2006) have
not addressed the objective of quantifying land-cover composition
accuracy, but instead have focused on a per-pixel, error matrix based
description of accuracy. Because the accuracy assessment objectives
(Stehmanet al., 2008) specified for theNLCD2001 (Homer et al., 2007)
include evaluating accuracy of land-cover composition for the Level I
classification, it is necessary to develop a sampling design and esti-
mation strategy for conducting an assessment of land-cover composi-
tion accuracy.

In this article, we address the problem of assessing the accuracy of
land-cover composition depicted by an end product land-cover map.
Themethodology we present is applicable regardless of the procedure
used to create the map. The objective is to quantify how well the map
represents the area or proportion of area each land-cover class covers
within spatial units forming a partition of the region mapped. As is
typical of most accuracy assessment problems, a sampling approach is
necessary because it is not practical to collect reference land-cover
data for the entire region mapped. Cluster sampling is recommended
to satisfy simultaneously the reference data requirements for the
composition accuracy objective and to accommodate the traditional
per-pixel accuracy objectives (e.g. estimation of the error matrix and
associated accuracy parameters). The parameters we use to quantify
land-cover composition accuracy are mean deviation, mean absolute
deviation, root mean square error, and correlation. We derive esti-
mators of these accuracy parameters for a general two-stage cluster
sampling design, and then present the estimators for a simple special
case design in which simple random sampling without replacement
(SRSWOR) is implemented at each stage. We conduct a simulation
study based on hypothetical populations of land-cover classification
error to investigate the bias and precision of the composition accuracy
estimators for the two-stage SRSWOR design.

2. Components of the accuracy assessment protocol

2.1. Reference land cover

Reference land cover is the area or the percent of area each land-
cover class covers within a spatial unit of the chosen size and shape
(Table 1). If a per-pixel accuracyassessment is alsodesired, the reference
land-cover class of each pixel must also be determined. The specific
details of the “response design” (Stehman & Czaplewski 1998) used to
collect the reference data and to determine the reference land-cover
class will be dependent on the features of the particular map being
evaluated (class legend, pixel size, source of information for reference
data such as ground visit or aerial photography, and practical
considerations). The reference land-cover labels determined at the
pixel level could then be used to obtain the area or percent area for each
land-cover class for the larger spatial units targeted by the composition
accuracy objective. If the spatial unit for the composition accuracy
objective is large, it may be prohibitively expensive to obtain the
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reference land-cover data for the entire unit, and it may be necessary to
estimate the referencearea or percentof area of each class froma sample
of the spatial unit.

2.2. Sampling design

To focus on the fundamental sampling design and estimation
issues, we will limit attention to the case in which accuracy of land-
cover composition is assessed for only one size spatial assessment unit
(i.e. cluster) larger than a pixel. As stated previously, cluster sampling
is well-suited for this purpose of collecting per-pixel and per-cluster
reference data within a unified design. In the terminology of cluster
sampling, the spatial unit selected for the composition accuracy
objective is the primary sampling unit (PSU), and the pixel is the
secondary sampling unit (SSU). In one-stage cluster sampling, all SSUs
within each sampled PSU are observed. Hollister et al.'s (2004)
sampling design is an example of one-stage cluster sampling. In two-
stage cluster sampling, each PSU selected in the first-stage of the
sample is subsampled (i.e., a subsample of pixels is selected from
within each sampled spatial unit).

One-stage cluster sampling is perhaps the simplest design
adequate to the task of providing the reference data needed for
assessing composition accuracy. However, practical considerations
limit the utility of this design. In particular, the cost of obtaining the
reference data for one-stage cluster sampling may constrain the size
of the spatial unit for which composition accuracy is assessed. For
example, suppose that the land-cover map consists of 30 m pixels
and the accuracy assessment is designed to target a 3 km by 3 km
unit (PSU). Each PSU would then contain 10,000 pixels, and a one-
stage cluster sample of just 20 PSUs would require interpreting the
reference land cover for a sample of 200,000 pixels. Two-stage
cluster sampling becomes a practical necessity if the spatial unit
desired for composition accuracy is too large to obtain reference
data for all pixels in the PSU. Different combinations of sampling
designs can be implemented at the two stages, with simple random
sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) implemented at each
stage being one of the simplest options. In the first stage, a simple
random sample of PSUs is selected without replacement from all
PSUs available. Then within each sampled PSU, a simple random
sample of pixels is selected without replacement from all pixels
present in the PSU. This constitutes the second stage of the sampling
design.

Stratifying by map land-cover class is often implemented to gain
control over the sample size allocated to rare land-cover classes, so a
design combining stratification with cluster sampling has great appeal.
For a per-pixel accuracy assessment, it is straightforward to assign each
pixel to a stratum based on the map land-cover class of the pixel.
Assigning clusters to strata for the purpose of increasing the sample size
allocated to rare land-cover classes is complicated because a clustermay
be comprised of pixels from several different land-cover classes.Mayaux
et al. (2006) implemented a stratification of Landsat-scene clusters
based on diversity of the land cover within the scene and whether the
scene contained a specified percent of three designated critical land-
cover classes. This combination of stratification with cluster sampling
does not directly control the sample size allocated to each individual
land-cover class. Stehman et al. (2003) and Wickham et al. (2004a,b)
approached the problem differently by first selecting a sample of
clusters (e.g. 6 kmby 6 kmblocks), and then assigning the pixels within
the sampled clusters to strata determined by themap land-cover class of
each pixel. This design, based on stratification of the pixels rather than
stratification of the clusters, allows for specifying a fixed sample size
selected for each land-cover class. Wulder et al. (2006) also proposed a
two-stage design inwhich the pixels within a first-stage sample of PSUs
(145 kmby 111 kmmap sheets) are stratified bymap land-cover class. A
subsample of pixels is then selected within each PSU, so the stratified
sampling is implementedwithin each individual sample PSUrather than
implemented for the collection of sample PSUs as in Stehman et al.
(2003).

In these three examples, combining stratification with cluster
sampling introduces additional complexity to the analysis. However,
to establish the groundwork for understanding these more compli-
cated designs and analyses, we focus primarily on deriving estimators
and illustrating the properties of these estimators for the simple
design in which SRSWOR is implemented at both stages of the two-
stage cluster sampling design.

2.3. Parameters to describe accuracy of land-cover composition

Land-cover composition accuracy can be quantified on a per-class
basis by the parameters mean deviation (MD), mean absolute deviation
(MAD), root mean square error (RMSE), and correlation (CORR). We
focus on these parameters because they are relatively easy to compute
and familiar to users. MD is equivalent to the “non-site-specific”
accuracy for each class for the entire map, and allows users to assess
for each land-cover class if the per-unit land-cover area derived from the
map has a tendency to be higher or lower than the actual (reference)
percent cover. However, MD can be close to 0 even if the composition
data are poor. For example, blocks having large positive errors (maparea
higher than reference area) are “cancelled out” by blocks having large
negative errors (map area lower than reference area) resulting in MD
close to 0.MAD and RMSE are both based on simple averages —MAD is
the average of the absolute deviations between the referencemap areas
and RMSE is the square root of the average of the squared deviations. A
difference between MAD and RMSE is that RMSE places greater weight
on outliers (large deviations). CORR quantifies the strength of the linear
association between the map and reference percent cover data for each
class. However, an important disadvantage of CORR is that it can still be
high if the percent covermapped is consistently too high or consistently
too low relative to the reference percent cover, so CORR should not be
used alone to describe composition accuracy. Together, the suite of these
accuracy parameters provides a comprehensive description of composi-
tion accuracy. Willmott (1982); Pontius and Cheuk (2006); Ji and Gallo
(2006), and Pontius et al. (2008) offer additional options for parameters
that potentially could be used to describe accuracy of land-cover
composition.

The statistical population in an assessment of land-cover composi-
tion accuracy is the region of interest (i.e. the mapped area) partitioned
into spatial units of the target size(s). Let Xi denote the area mapped as
land-cover class c in PSU i, and Yi denote the area of class c determined
from the ground condition or reference data (see Appendix A for a
complete list of notation). Although Xi and Yi depend on class c, to
simplify notation, a subscript c will not be used. In the statistical
developments that follow, Xi and Yi are treated as fixed quantities, not
random variables. This is in keeping with the tenets of design-based
inference (Särndal et al. 1992, Sec. 2.7; Stehman, 2000) subsequently
used to characterize the expected value, bias, and precision of the
estimators of composition accuracy. In practice, accuracy assessments
are impacted by problems such as labeling error of the reference data or
inability to exactly spatially co-register the reference sample and map
locations (Powell et al., 2004). These additional sources of error are not
accounted for in the design-based framework, and a fully comprehen-
sive analysis of the error structure would require application of
measurement error models (e.g. Särndal et al. 1992, Chapter 16).

In the parameter definitions that follow,
X
U1

indicates summation

over all K PSUs in the universe U1 of such PSUs:

MD =
1
K

X
U1

Xi − Yið Þ ð1Þ

MAD =
1
K

X
U1

jXi − Yi j ð2Þ



Table 2
Reporting format for composition accuracy.

Urban (1.1%) Forest (41.1%) Agriculture (38.6%) Wetland (1.3%)

Area (ha) Area% Area (ha) Area% Area (ha) Area% Area (ha) Area%

MD −55.8 −6.2% −9.6 −1.1% 78.5 8.7% −4.6 −0.5%
MAD 55.8 6.2 34.8 3.9 78.5 8.7 21.0 2.3
RMSE 74.6 8.3 50.5 5.6 95.8 10.6 46.6 5.2
CORR 0.94 0.98 0.97 0.16

The parameters are computed treating the Table 1 data as a population of K=12, 3 km
by 3 km spatial units. The percent of the region covered by each of the four land-cover
classes is shown in parentheses. The accuracy parameters are MD = mean deviation,
MAD = mean absolute deviation, RMSE = root mean square error, and CORR =
correlation.
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RMSE is obtained by taking the square root of MSE= mean square
error. The accuracy parameters will take on different values depend-
ing on the spatial unit chosen.

A simple numerical illustration of the application of these accuracy
parameters is created by viewing the Table 1 data as representing a
hypothetical region of K=12, 3 km by 3 km PSUs, where each PSU
contains 10,000 pixels, and each pixel is 30 m by 30 m. The accuracy
parameters (Table 2) calculated for this hypothetical region illustrate
the reporting format of results for describing land-cover composition
accuracy. To convert accuracy parameters expressed in terms of area
to parameters expressed in terms of percent of area, MD, MAD, and
RMSE are divided by the area of the spatial unit and multiplied by
100%. For the Table 2 example, the area-based parameters are divided
by 900 ha, the area of each PSU, and then multiplied by 100%.
3. Estimation under simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR)

The derivations of sample-based estimators ofMD,MAD,RMSE, and CORR are presented in Appendix B for general one-stage and two-stage cluster
samplingallowing foranydesign ateach stage as longas the inclusionprobabilities are known for the sampled PSUsandSSUs. An inclusionprobability
is defined as thea priori (i.e. prior to selecting the sample) probability of a samplingunit, either a PSUor an SSU, being included in the sample (Särndal
et al. 1992, Sec. 2.4). The following formulas are applicable to the special case of SRSWOR implemented at both stages, where all PSUs have the same
area and the sample size of pixels selected from each PSU at the second stage is the same for all PSUs (i.e.Ni=N and ni=n). In the notation used (see
Appendix A), lower case letters denote the sample-based estimators of the accuracy parameters and the subscript 1 or 2 indicates whether the
estimator is for one-stage or two-stage cluster sampling; e.g.,mad1 is the one-stage sampling estimator of MAD.

In one-stage cluster sampling, the PSU total area of class c for the map and reference classification, Xi and Yi, are known for all sampled PSUs.
Suppose a sample (S1) of k PSUs has been selected from the K PSUs by SRSWOR leading to the first-stage inclusionprobabilities for each PSU of k/K
(see Appendix A). In one-stage cluster sampling, the accuracy estimates are obtained by substituting the sample PSU values into the accuracy
parameter formula. Then following from Appendix B Eqs. (B1)–(B4), the one-stage estimators are
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where

X
S1

indicates summation over all k PSUs in the first-stage sample, S1.
For two-stage cluster sampling, the true (reference) area of a PSU covered by class c, Yi, is not known andmust be estimated from the second-stage

samplewithin each PSU.We introduce the notation ri to denote the sample area of reference class c in PSU i andmi to denote the sample area of map
class c in PSU i, where these sample areas are derived from the second-stage sample of pixels fromPSU i. IfNi=N,ni=n, and SRSWOR is implemented
at the second stage, then the second-stage inclusion probability of each pixel is n/N and the pairwise inclusion probability of each pair of pixels
is n(n−1)/N(N−1) (Appendix A). From Appendix B expressions (B5) and (B6), the Horvitz–Thompson estimators of Xi and Yi simplify to

X ̂i =
N
n
mi ð9Þ

and

Yî =
N
n
ri ð10Þ
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and, following fromAppendix B expressions (B7) and (B8), the two-stage sampling estimators ofMD andMAD can be expressed simply in terms
of the sample areas ri and mi,

md2 =
N
nk

X
S1

ri − mið Þ ð11Þ

mad2 =
N
nk

X
S1

jri − mi j ð12Þ

The two-stage sampling estimators of RMSE and CORR cannot be simplified to expressions in terms of the sample areas ri and mi, but instead
require the data for each individual pixel in the second-stage sample. To this end, we define xu=1 if pixel u is mapped as class c, and xu=0 if
pixel u is mapped to a class other than c, and we define yu=1 if pixel u is reference class c, and yu=0 if pixel u is a reference class other than c.
Each pixel u is contained within a PSU, but to simplify notation, only the u subscript will be used and the subscript i indicating the PSU to which
the SSU belongs will not be shown. The estimators of RMSE and CORR follow from the general formulas (B12) and (B13) in Appendix B:
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where

X
S2i

indicates summation over all n pixels in the second-stage sample S2i selected from PSU i, and

X
S2i

X
u ≠ v

indicates summation over all
sample pairs of pixels u and v in the second-stage sample selected from PSU i.

It is possible that for some samples,mse2 is negative, and in such cases rmse2 cannot be estimated. Because mse2 is computationally complex
and to avoid the problem of negativemse2 estimates, we also evaluated a simpler estimator ofMSE constructed by substituting X̂i (Eq. (9)) and Ŷi
(Eq. (10)) directly into the one-stage estimator ofMSE (Eq. (7)). We will denote the square root of this estimator by rmse2⁎. By construction, rmse2⁎

is guaranteed to be positive. For the estimator corr2, the terms inside the square roots in the denominator are not guaranteed to be positive, nor is
corr2 necessarily constrained to be between −1 and 1 as should be the case for an estimator of CORR. We constructed an alternative, simpler
estimator of CORR (denoted by corr2⁎) by substituting Xî and Yî directly into the one-stage estimator (Eq. (8)).
4. Empirical assessment of two-stage estimators

4.1. Methods

The bias and variance of the estimators derived for the two-stage
sampling design with SRSWOR at both stages were empirically
evaluated via a simulation study using populations created from the
NLCD 1992 (Vogelmann et al., 2001) and NLCD 2001 (Homer et al.,
2007). The NLCD products provide complete coverage land-cover
composition data for the test regions selected (Fig. 1). In our
simulation study, NLCD 1992 is regarded as the map to be evaluated,
and NLCD 2001 is treated as the reference classification. The change
between the NLCD products creates a reasonably realistic quantity and
spatial distribution of known classification error for the empirical
evaluation of properties of the proposed estimators of land-cover
composition accuracy (Table 3). The test regions were partitioned into
either 3 km by 3 km blocks or 6 km by 6 km blocks to assess whether
the accuracy estimator properties depended on PSU size. We report
results for a representative set of land-cover classes chosen to span a
range from rare classes to common classes.

The estimators of composition accuracy are evaluated using the
criterion of relative bias, which is the bias of the estimator divided by
the true parameter value. For example, the relative bias of mad2 is
100%×{E(mad2)−MAD}/MAD, where E(mad2) is the expected value
of mad2. The expected values of the estimators are approximated by
simulating 5000 two-stage samples for each combination of first-
stage (k) and second-stage (n) sample sizes and computing the
average of the 5000 estimates of each accuracy parameter. The first-
Fig. 1. Location of the test region for the nine example populations evaluated in the simulati
6 km blocks for the populations Agri, Urban, and Water (Table 1). Regions A and B delineate
AgriA, ForestB, UrbanB, WaterB, and WetlandB.
stage sample sizes evaluated are k=10, 25, 50, and 100, and the
second-stage sample sizes evaluated are n=10, 25, 50, 100 and 250
(we omitted n=10 with k=10 because we considered the total
sample size too small).

4.2. Bias of the accuracy estimators

By constructionmd2 is an unbiased estimator ofMD (see Appendix B),
so simulation results evaluating md2 are not reported. Because mad2 is
not an unbiased estimator of MAD for the two-stage design the
considerable positive relative bias of mad2 (Fig. 2) is not surprising. The
pattern of relative bias ofmad2 is little affected by the choice of first-stage
cluster sample size k, but the relative bias improves as the second-stage
sample size n increases. The high relative bias ofmad2 is present even for
the more common classes (forest and the two agriculture examples),
where a sample size ofn=100 is required to reduce themagnitude of the
relative bias to 15% or smaller. The best performance of mad2 occurs for
the urban examples where relative bias is below 15% for all three urban
cases. For the rare class water, relative bias ofmad2 is never below 15%.

The two-stage sampling estimator of MSE is not guaranteed to be
positive, and in those cases where mse2 is negative, it would not be
possible to use rmse2 to estimate RMSE. Negative mse2 values do not
commonly occur in the three urban populations as fewer than 5% of
the samples result in negative estimates (Fig. 3). For the three
common class examples (first column of Fig. 3), the proportion of
samples resulting in negative mse2 is high when n=10 (except for
k=250), and the proportion of negative estimates can exceed 5% even
for n=25 when k=10 or k=25. For these three examples
on study. The large shaded region delineates the area that was partitioned into 6 km by
the areas that were partitioned into 3 km by 3 km blocks for the populations UrbanA,
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Table 3
Composition accuracy parameters for populations used in the simulation study.

NLCD 1992

% of Map User’s

Class Area MD% MAD% RMSE% CORR Accuracy

Agri (6 km) 21.81 1.53 4.53 6.31 0.95 0.68
AgriA (3 km) 15.73 −2.17 4.83 7.17 0.94 0.71
ForestB (3 km) 52.23 0.38 4.72 6.76 0.96 0.85
Urban (6 km) 3.16 −6.81 6.82 9.01 0.93 0.80
UrbanA (3 km) 2.28 −5.52 5.56 7.13 0.91 0.71
UrbanB (3 km) 5.72 −9.48 9.48 12.36 0.94 0.91
Water (6 km) 1.52 −0.02 0.23 0.49 0.99 0.83
WaterB (3 km) 1.87 0.05 0.38 0.88 0.99 0.80
WetlandB (3 km) 1.12 0.32 0.90 2.29 0.63 0.19

The populations are listed in order corresponding to columns 1 through 3 of Figs. 2–7.
The three populations of K=14,320, 6 km by 6 km blocks are from the full region
delineated in Fig. 1. The letters A and B attached to a land-cover class indicate the
subregions (Fig. 1) where the populations of K=6400, 3 km by 3 km blocks are located.
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representing common land-cover classes, the proportion of negative
estimates declines as k and n increase. For the three rarest classes, a
hump-shaped pattern describes the relationship between the propor-
tion of negative estimates and sample size. The proportion of negative
mse2 estimates is actually lower for smaller n and k than it is for the
moderate n and k values. Beyond the moderate sample sizes, the
proportion of negative estimates decreases as n and k increase. The
reason this humpback pattern emerges if the class is very rare is that
when k and n are small, it is likely that the rare class does not appear
in any of the sample blocks (i.e. xu and yu will be 0 for all sampled
pixels) and mse2 will be 0. As k and n increase to more moderately
sized samples the likelihood of selecting some pixels of the rare class
in either the map or reference classification is higher, and mse2 will
not be 0. However, because of the instability of the estimator mse2,
negativemse2 estimates begin to occur. As k and n get larger still,mse2
becomes more stable and the proportion of samples with negative
mse2 estimates decreases. For the rare classes, once the peak
proportion of negative mse2 estimates has been reached, the shape
of the pattern of negative estimates with increasing k and n mimics
the pattern observed for the three common classes. For the three
rarest classes, the proportion of negative mse2 estimates is still high
even for the largest sample size of k=250.

The relative bias of rmse2 is calculated conditional on the sample
yielding a non-negative estimate of mse2. In practice, if mse2 is
negative, no estimate of rmse2 is available, so the relative bias shown
in Fig. 4 represents performance of rmse2 conditional on a sample
estimate being reported. The relative bias of rmse2 is generally
negative indicating that rmse2 tends to underestimate RMSE, and the
magnitude of the relative bias of rmse2 decreases as k and n increase
(Fig. 4). The few cases where relative bias is positive occur for small
sample size combinations of k and n. Except for the rarest classes
(water and wetland), the relative bias is generally smaller than 10% in
absolute value. For the three rare class examples, first- and second-
stage sample sizes must be at least k=50 and n=25 to reach a
relative bias of −10%. The improvement in relative bias as k increases
is much greater for the rarest classes than for the more common
classes. This suggests that if accuracy of rare land-cover classes is
important, the first-stage sample size k will need to be large.

In contrast to rmse2, the relative bias of rmse2⁎ is generally positive
(Fig. 5). But the relative bias of rmse2⁎ can be very high, and it is often
much higher in absolute value than the relative bias of rmse2. The high
relative bias of rmse2⁎ is notmitigated by increasing k, but rather depends
primarily on n, a behavior similar to that observed for mad2. For the
three common class examples, rmse2⁎ does not attain a relative bias
below 10% until n=100, whereas rmse2 achieves an absolute relative
bias smaller than 10% for all combinations of k and n. For the three urban
examples, rmse2⁎ has a relative bias below 10% when n reaches 25 or 50,
whereas the relative bias of rmse2 is below 10% in magnitude for all
combinations of n and k evaluated. For the rarest classes, rmse2⁎ avoids
the problem of negative estimates, but does so at the price of very high
relative bias (50% and sometimes much higher) except when k
approaches 250. On the basis of relative bias, rmse2 is far superior to
rmse2⁎. A possible solution to the problem of negative mse2 estimates
would be to use rmse2⁎ in place of rmse2whenmse2 is negative. However,
it would still be important to recognize that when k or n is small, no
reliable estimate of RMSE is available for the very rare classes.

For the three common class examples, corr2 shows practically no
bias for any combination of sample sizes n and k (Fig. 6). For the three
urban cases and the three rare land-cover class examples, the bias of
corr2 is negative (CORR is underestimated). In these cases, the bias
decreases as n and k increase. For the three urban examples, bias is
generally small except when k=10 and for a few cases when k=25
and n is small. For the three rarest class examples, underestimation of
CORR can be considerable for combinations of small k and n.
Approximate guidelines to ensure a small bias of corr2 for the water
and wetland populations are k=250 (any n), k=100 with nN10,
k=50 with n=50 or higher, or k=25 with n=100 or higher.

A difficultywith the two-stage estimator of CORR is that if the class is
rare and the sample size is small, few if anypixels of the rare classmaybe
selected by the sample, and corr2 is 0. This appears to be the cause of the
extremeunderestimationofCORR for the three rarest land-cover classes.
The estimator corr2 also is susceptible to the problem that for some
samples, one or both of the expressions inside the two square root terms
in the denominator (Eq. (14)) may be negative, and corr2 cannot be
computed. As was the case with mse2, such samples are much more
prevalent when n or k is small and rarely occur when k and n are larger.
Still another problem with corr2 is that it may exceed 1, which is not a
possible value for CORR. Again, this problem occurs when k and n are
small, and disappears as k and n increase. For the bias results reported, if
negative estimates prevented computation of corr2, it was set to 0, and if
corr2 was greater than 1, it was reset to 1. In general, the relative bias of
corr2⁎ did not improve upon the relative bias of corr2 for small k andn and
performed farworse than corr2 for larger k and n (results not shown). As
is true for estimating RMSE, reliable estimates of CORR for rare classes
require relatively large sample sizes k and n.

4.3. Precision of the accuracy estimators

In addition to evaluating bias, it is also of interest to examine the
variance (i.e. precision) of the accuracy estimators as a function of k
and n. We present results only for the relative standard error of rmse2,
defined as the standard error of rmse2 divided by RMSE. Relative
standard error scales variability relative to the magnitude of the
parameter being estimated.

As expected, the relative standard error of rmse2 decreases as the
sample size k and n increase (Fig. 7). The relationship of relative
standard error with k and n depends on whether the land-cover class
is common or rare. For the common classes (agriculture, forest, and
urban), the marginal improvement in relative standard error is
negligible once n reaches 50. For the three rarest class examples, the
relative standard error curves flatten out around n=100, indicating
that a larger second-stage sample size is needed to estimate RMSE
with acceptable precision. From two-stage sampling theory, the
relative standard error will decrease as a function of the square root
of k, and the results displayed in Fig. 7 confirm this relationship.

The relative standard errors for rmse2 are high for practically all
combinations of k and n and all nine cases evaluated. For illustration,
suppose a relative standard error of 20% is considered acceptable (e.g. if
RMSE is 10.0, a standard error of 2.0 for rmse2 would be acceptable). For
the three rarest classes, a 20% relative standard error is achieved only for
thewetland class and for a sample size of k=250 andnN50. For the other
sixpopulations (thenon-rare classes), the20%relative standarderrorgoal
would generally be achieved by sample sizes of k=50 with n=50 or by



Fig. 2. Relative bias of mad2 (estimator of the mean absolute deviation, MAD). The nine cases evaluated are organized in the 3×3 arrangement with the 6 km by 6 km sample block
results in the top row, and the columns ordered from left to right by decreasing percent cover of the land-cover classes. The first-stage sample size is k.
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k=100 with n=25. A relative standard error of 20% is not a very strict
requirement for precision, so these results suggest that large sample sizes
are needed to obtain precise estimates of RMSE, and even larger sample
sizeswill be needed for the very rare classes. Sampling designs other than
SRSWORmight require smaller sample sizes from the very rare classes to
achieve the 20% relative standard error, and stratified sampling would be
an obvious first consideration as an alternative design.
Fig. 3. Percent of samples with negative mse2
5. Discussion

A common application of land-cover maps is to compute land-
cover composition for each spatial unit in a partition of the region
mapped. To assess accuracy of land-cover composition, two-stage
cluster sampling with SRSWOR at each stage is a relatively simple,
practical design. The estimators of the composition accuracy
estimates. The first-stage sample size is k.



Fig. 4. Relative bias of rmse2 (estimator of the root mean square error, RMSE).
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parameters rootmean square error (RMSE) and correlation (CORR) are
demonstrated to have small relative biases as long as the sample size
of clusters (k) and sample size of pixels per cluster (n) are not too
small. In general, treating data from a two-stage cluster sample as if
they were from a one-stage cluster sample leads to badly biased
estimates. This bias is particularly problematic for the estimator of
MAD because the only option available is to use the one-stage
formula. The high relative bias observed for the estimators rmse2⁎ and
Fig. 5. Relative bias of rmse2⁎ (alternative estima
corr2T when applied to the two-stage sampling design serves as an
important caution. Although intuitively it seems reasonable to
construct estimators of these accuracy parameters by substituting
the estimated PSU values (e.g. Xî and Yî of Eqs. (9) and (10)) into the
formula for each parameter, this approach is not appropriate.
Subsampling within the PSUs (i.e. two-stage sampling) significantly
alters the estimation problem. These estimation considerations likely
apply to other representations of accuracy that could be applied to
tor of the root mean square error, RMSE).



Fig. 6. Bias of corr2 (estimator of the correlation, CORR). Because CORR is constrained to be between−1 and 1, the scaling provided by relative bias is less justified so bias is displayed
instead of relative bias.
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land-cover composition data, for example, the parameters reviewed
by Ji and Gallo (2006) and those proposed by Pontius and Cheuk
(2006).
Fig. 7. Relative standard error of rmse2 (estimator of RMSE). Relative
The methodology presented for estimating land-cover composi-
tion accuracy is applicable to other attributes or quantities. For
example, if the mapped attribute is a particular directional change in
standard error is the standard error of rmse2 divided by RMSE.
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land-cover class (e.g. forest to developed) and each pixel is mapped as
having exhibited this directional change or not, an objective may be to
assess how accurately gross change is portrayed by the map when the
per-pixel directional data are aggregated to some spatial unit (e.g. Xi=
the area of gross change from forest to developed for PSU i). This
objective can be addressed using the methodology described by
defining yu=1 if pixel u changed from forest to developed according
to the reference classification (yu=0 otherwise) and defining xu=1 if
pixel u changed from forest to developed according to the map
classification (xu=0 otherwise). As another example, suppose a
quantity such as percent impervious surface or percent tree canopy
cover is associated with each pixel. It would be possible to assess the
accuracy of such quantities when the per-pixel data are aggregated to
some spatial unit (e.g. accuracy of percent impervious surface of 10 km
by 10 kmblocks). In this case, the values associatedwith pixel u, xu and
yu, would be the percent impervious surface according to the map and
reference data, respectively.

We have not broached the topic of estimating standard errors of
the accuracy estimators. Because of the complexity of the estimators
rmse2 and corr2, it is likely that the analytic expressions for their
standard errors will be extremely complicated to derive and compute.
A practical solution may be to implement a computer intensive
estimation procedure such as balanced repeated replication (Wolter
1985, Chapter 3), a Polya urn approach (Magnussen et al., 2004), or
jackknife (Berger & Skinner 2005). Developing a practical approach to
estimating standard errors will be important if these accuracy
parameters are adopted for common use.

We have also only briefly touched on the sampling design issues
related to estimating composition accuracy. One-stage cluster sam-
pling avoids much of the complexity of the estimation procedure
required by two-stage sampling. But this advantage of one-stage
cluster sampling is counter-balanced by the practical problems related
to the expense and time required to collect complete coverage refer-
ence data for each sampled PSU, and also whether practically relevant
PSU sizes can be used with one-stage cluster sampling. In practice,
accuracy assessment sampling designs typically employ stratification
by map land-cover class to ensure that rare classes are represented in
the sample. For example, the two-stage sampling designs implemen-
ted for the NLCD accuracy assessments (Stehman et al., 2003, 2008)
both employed stratification. We have not evaluated precision of the
estimators of composition accuracy for these more complex stratified
designs. Further investigation of the precision of different design
options and different allocations of k and n are needed, and these
investigations should include evaluating the precision of the usual
error matrix based accuracy estimators. Lastly, it is likely that in
practice, assessing composition accuracy for several sizes of spatial
units would be of interest. Extending the assessment tomore than one
size spatial unit would further complicate the sampling design and
estimation procedures and raise the question of whether it would be
practical to obtain large enough sample sizes to adequately meet the
objectives of the assessment for several sizes of spatial units.

6. Conclusions

Assessing accuracy of land-cover composition extends the richness
of information extracted from an accuracy assessment. To assess
accuracy of land-cover composition, it is necessary to construct the
sampling design to specifically target this objective. Two-stage cluster
sampling provides the capacity to concentrate the sample pixels
within a sample of the larger spatial units to provide the necessary
sample size per spatial unit to assess land-cover composition accuracy.
The estimators of the parameters quantifying land-cover composition
accuracy for two-stage cluster sampling are complex, and the naïve
approach of constructing estimators as simple sample-based analogs
of the accuracy parameters (e.g. rmse2⁎ and corr2⁎) can produce badly
biased estimates. Although we have demonstrated that a strategy for
estimating composition accuracy can be implemented using two-
stage cluster sampling with SRSWOR at both stages, many practical
questions remain to be resolved to create a more operationally
practical, efficient strategy for this type of assessment. Two of the
critical issues to resolve are determining how to allocate the sample
among PSUs and SSUs (i.e. choosing k and n) to optimize precision of
the accuracy estimators, and how best to combine stratified and
cluster sampling to achieve simultaneously precise estimates of
composition accuracy as well as precise estimates of class-specific
accuracy for the per-pixel assessment.

Appendix A. Notation

Land-cover composition accuracy parameters (capital letters denote a
parameter, and lower case letters denote an estimator of that parameter)

MD Mean deviation (md1,md2 are one- and two-stage sampling
estimators of MD)

MAD Mean absolute deviation (mad1, mad2 are one- and two-
stage sampling estimators of MAD)

MSE Mean square error (mse1, mse2 are one- and two-stage
sampling estimators of MSE)

RMSE Root mean square error (rmse1, rmse2 are one- and two-
stage sampling estimators of RMSE)

CORR Correlation (corr1, corr2 are one- and two-stage sampling
estimators of CORR)

Universe and sample properties

U1 Universe of all primary sampling units (PSUs) comprising a
partition of the entire region

U2i Universe of secondary sampling units (SSUs) within PSU i
(i.e. all pixels within PSU i)

S1 First-stage sample of PSUs from U1

S2i Second-stage sample of SSUs (pixels) selected from PSU i in
S1

K Number of PSUs in U1

k Number of PSUs selected in the first-stage sample S1
Ni Number of SSUs in PSU i
N Number of SSUs in PSU i when Ni is the same for all PSUs in

U1

ni Number of SSUs sampled in the second-stage sample S2i
from PSU i

n Number of SSUs sampled in the second-stage sample from
PSU i when ni is the same for all PSUs

Subscript notation

1) i denotes an observation or quantity obtained for PSU i
2) u denotes an observation for an SSU, which is a pixel in the

examples presented; each pixel is contained within a PSU, but to
simplify notation, only the u subscript will be used and the i
subscript indicating the PSU to which the SSU belongs will not be
shown.

3) Symbols with no subscript are quantities representing the whole
universe or region

Observed quantities and estimators

yu Observation determined from the reference data for SSU u
in PSU i

Yi =
X
U2i

yu Total of yu for PSU i

Y =
X
U1

Yi Total area of class c in U1 as determined by the reference
data

xu Observation determined from the map or classification for
SSU u in a PSU
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Xi =
X
U2i

xu Total of xu for PSU i

X =
X
U1

Xi Total area mapped as class c in U1

ri Area of second-stage sample with reference label of land-
cover class c in PSU i

mi Area of second-stage sample with map label of land-cover
class c in PSU i

Inclusion probabilities
π1i Inclusion probability of PSU i (first-stage sample inclusion
probability)

π2u|i Inclusion probability of SSU u conditional on PSU i being
selected in first-stage sample

π2uv|i Pairwise inclusion probability of SSUs u and v conditional
on PSU i being selected in first stage (i.e., the probability
that both pixel u and pixel v are included in the second-
stage sample given that PSU i is selected at the first stage)

Inclusion probabilities for simple random sampling without replacement
at both stages

π1i k/K
π2u|i ni/Ni

π2uv|i ni(ni−1)/Ni(Ni−1) for any pair of SSUs u and v within the
same PSU

Appendix B. Estimation theory

The general estimators developed in Appendix B can be applied to
any two-stage sampling design for which the inclusion probabilities π1i,
π2u|i, and π2uv|i are known for the sampled units. TheHorvitz–Thompson
(HT) estimator (Lohr 1999, Sec. 6.4.1) provides a general tool for
obtaining unbiased estimators of population totals. For any population
and any sampling scheme, the HT estimator of a population total is the
sum of each sample observation divided by its corresponding inclusion
probability. The HT estimator is applicable to any sampling design for
which the inclusion probabilities are known for the sampled units.

To estimate the composition accuracy parameters, suppose that a
sample (S1) of k PSUs has been selected from the K PSUs inU1 according
to a sampling design with inclusion probability π1i for PSU i. Then the
one-stage HT estimators for the population parameters (1)–(4) are
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and the one-stage estimator of RMSE, rmse1, is obtained as the square
root of mse1. Because (B1)–(B3) are HT estimators of totals, they
constitute unbiased estimators of their population counterparts.
Although MSE is estimated unbiasedly by (B3), and all the totals
involved in CORR are estimated unbiasedly by (B4), neither rmse1 nor
corr1 constitute unbiased estimators of their population counterparts
because they are not linear functions of these quantities.
In a two- stage cluster design, a sample of pixels is drawn from
each of the PSUs selected in the first-stage sample, and the PSU totals
Xi and Yi are estimated from the second-stage sample. Accordingly, the
second-stage sample HT estimators of Xi and Yi are

X ̂i =
X
S2i

xu
π2u j i

ðB5Þ

and

Y ̂i =
X
S2i

yu
π2u j i

ðB6Þ

where the summation is over all pixels selected in the second-stage
sample from PSU i. Although Xi is a known quantity for each PSU
(because themap land-cover class is available for the entire PSU), the
use of estimated area X ̂ i typically improves precision of the
estimators because of the positive correlation between X ̂i and Y ̂i.
For example, X ̂i−Y ̂i is typically less variable over the set of all
possible samples than Xi−Y ̂i.

Because Yî and Xî are unbiased estimators, from the properties of
expectation, inserting these estimators into Eq. (B1) suffices to obtain
an unbiased two-stage estimator of MD,

md2 =
1
K

X
S1

X ̂i − Yî

π1i
ðB7Þ

Estimating MAD from the two-stage sampling design is proble-
matic. Although an unbiased one-stage estimator of MAD exists (i.e.,
mad1), we are not aware of a way to accommodate the absolute value
of the differences to achieve an unbiased two-stage estimator. Thus,
the simple substitution approach replacing Xi and Yi with Xî and Yî in
Eq. (B2) is employed as the only available option, leading to the two-
stage estimator of MAD given by

mad2 =
1
K

X
S1

jX ̂i − Yî j
π1i

ðB8Þ

Deriving an unbiased estimator of MSE for the two-stage design
requires re-writing the squared PSU totals Yi and Xi and their products
XiYi as sums of totals as follows:
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where

X
U2i

X
u ≠ v

denotes summation over all pairs of pixels within PSU i

(excluding pairing a pixel with itself). The corresponding HTestimators
of these totals are
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X
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xuyv
π2uv j i

ðB10cÞ
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where

X
S2i

X
u ≠ v

denotes summation over all pairs of sample pixels
within first-stage sample PSU i (excluding pairing a pixel with itself). To
estimate the second term of the previous expressions (i.e. the double
summation terms), the pairwise inclusion probabilities must be used
because pairs of SSUs (pixels) are involved. Then, rewriting the one-
stage unbiased estimator of MSE (Eq. (B3)) as

mse1 =
1
K

X
S1

Xi−Yið Þ2
π1i

=
1
K

X
S1

X2
i

π1i
+

1
K

X
S1

Y2
i

π1i
− 2

K

X
S1

XiYi
π1i

ðB11Þ

and substituting estimators (B10a)–(B10c) into Eq. (B11), an unbiased
two-stage sampling estimator ofMSE is

mse2 =
1
K

X
S1

Q̂ Xi

π1i
+

1
K

X
S1

Q̂ Yi

π1i
− 2

K

X
S1

PX̂Yi
π1i

ðB12Þ

Although MSE is estimated unbiasedly by mse2, rmse2 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mse2

p
is

not an unbiased estimator of RMSE.
Finally, as to the two-stage estimation of CORR, since even the one-

stage estimator corr1 is biased, no two-stage unbiased estimator is
possible. However, it seems natural to use the second-stage unbiased
estimators of the quantities involved in corr1 to obtain the following
two-stage estimator

corr2 =

X
S1

P ̂XYi
π1i

− 1
K

X
S1

X ̂ i
π1i

0
@

1
A X
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Yî
π1i

0
@

1
A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X
S1

Q̂ Xi

π1i
− 1

K

X
S1

X ̂i
π1i

0
@

1
A

2
vuuut

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X
S1

Q̂ Yi

π1i
− 1

K

X
S1

Yî
π1i

0
@

1
A

2
vuuut

ðB13Þ

After most of the simulation results had been completed, one of us
(LF) derived an alternative estimator of CORR,

corr2a =

X
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K

X
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1i

+
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0
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1
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X
S1

Q̂
2
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X
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ðB14Þ

where

X
S1

X
i ≠ j

denotes summation over all pairs of PSUs excluding a
PSU paired with itself. All of the quantities involved in expression
(B14) constitute unbiased estimators of their population counterparts.
Limited simulation results indicate that relative to corr2, corr2a is
slightly less susceptible but not completely immune to the problems
of negative estimates of the terms inside the square roots and
producing estimates greater than 1, and that the relative bias of corr2a
is slightly smaller than corr2.
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